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diverse of varietes; it can give you something extremely
dry all the way through to sparkling. We’re not reinventing the wheel here: in France, Italy, Germany and
Spain there are certain areas that just produce chardonnay, for example. But it’s certainly not common here in
the Okanagan.”
The building itself is a first for the region too. Built
into a rising slope of vineyards and woodland, it juts out
of, and slips into, the rising landscape in which it sits.
Designed by Tom Kundig, of Seattle’s Olson Kundig,
the six-level facility utilises gravity to a greater extent
than any other winery in the Okanagan: each stage of
the winemaking process is located on a level beneath the
one before it. The grapes, grown on Martin’s Lane’s four
vineyards nearby, are sorted and picked by hand and then
pressed on the upper level, before being drained into the
fermenting vessels on the levels below, then eventually
bottled in the vault at the base of the building. Gravity is
the only force that moves the liquid from stage to stage,
which means human intervention is kept to a minimum.
Martin’s Lane echoes Kundig’s other designs in that
the setting and surrounding landscape are reflected in
the materials and structure of the building itself. Rusted,
corrugated sheets of metal that line the outer walls reflect
the orange hues of the bark of the ponderosa pine trees
that fringe the site. Charred wooden doors lead into the
private dining room, nestled above the 400 barrel capacity cellar, evoking the history of wildfires at the site.
The Okanagan Valley is cementing itself among the
world’s most respected nascent wine regions thanks to
its microclimate and dry soil. “What makes us unique is
both our latitude and our altitude,” says Munn. “Right
now we’re about 500 metres above sea level. That’s higher
than virtually every vineyard in New Zealand, say. So
that’s challenging because here we get heat but we get
the cold as well. Grapes like to be challenged but in these
conditions it makes the ripening period marginal.”
It’s those challenges that have made Okanagan’s
wine something of a standout in recent years. Martin’s
Lane has attempted to carve its own niche in a busying wine-production sector by operating a membership
model. The winery is not open to the public and members receive priority allocation of limited-release wines
and advanced allocation of all wines. It allows Martin’s
Lane to keep its operations relatively small; it produces
about 3,000 cases per year and will, at its maximum, produce 12,000.
That scale also makes the process of ensuring each of
the vineyards is certified as organic, which is still underway, more manageable. “Word of mouth is a potent thing
for us,” says Munn. “A disproportionately large number
of our members live nearby. We didn’t want to be like
other wine rooms where the experience can be slightly
impersonal. We wanted to create a sense of intimacy.”
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PHOENIX IN
THE VALLEY
A devastating fire has inspired the design of the Martin’s Lane
Winery, carved into a hillside in the stunning Okanagan Valley.
We meet the team making grape gains.
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Käsespätzle

Austria’s answer to mac and
cheese, this hearty dish is the
stuff of comfort-food dreams.

Bubbles give us pleasure because they cause us pain. By stimulating the trigeminal nerve (as wasabi and piccalilli do) they
give us an enlivening buzz, which is why sparkling drinks are often served as aperitifs. Here are five fizzes to kick things off.

About the writer: Booth is monocle’s
Copenhagen correspondent and author of
The Meaning of Rice.

recipe & styling Aya Nishimura
photographer Yuki Sugiura
Serves 4
Cooking time 30 minutes, wait time 30 minutes
Ingredients
For the Spätzle:
200g plain flour
140g strong flour
1/4 tsp sea salt
Pinch of grated nutmeg
4 medium eggs
200ml water
1/4 tsp olive oil
15g butter (softened)
100g emmental, grated
100g gruyère, grated
Freshly ground black pepper
2 onions, thinly sliced lengthways
30ml olive oil
40g butter
1 tbsp chopped chives
1/2 tsp sea salt
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couple produce five
knives a day; Tomer
Botner and his wife
Noam; the couple
have bought their
own manufacturing
equipment

Method
1. Preheat oven to 180c.
2. To make the Spätzle, sieve the flours and salt
into a large bowl and add the nutmeg. Beat
the eggs, water and olive oil together in a jug.

writer Michael Booth

My greatest gripe with the traditional Christmas dinner is the deeply
discouraging effort-to-reward ratio.
All that prep and stress is simply not
worth the trouble. I picture a traditional Christmas dinner as some
kind of clichéd sitcom scenario:
gradually escalating hysteria ending
with smoke alarms and grandma’s
tears. I read the newspaper articles
that appear every December, making
it all sound like the planning for an
attempt on the north side of the
Eiger, and I think, “Why bother?” At
the end of the day, you are sticking
a bird in an oven and peeling some
sprouts, just like any other Sunday
(if you’re British, anyway).
And of all the birds we could
choose we plump for turkey. No one
actively seeks out turkey at any other
time so why is this our go-to bird for
this most important celebration of
the year? And why do we roast it in
one great lump?
Alternatives? Goose is one – if
you like meat the colour of a dayold corpse. Duck? On the plus side,
there’s all that fat; on the down side,
there’s all that fat. I think we need a
different approach: you are on holiday. The last thing you want is extra
toil and, even if you aren’t especially
invested in the story of the baby
Jesus and his eclectic house guests,
you’re probably still in the mood for
a mid-winter splurge.
I’m not suggesting you abandon
tradition forever (and, of course,
whatever you do there must be
crackers) but how about mixing
things up once every couple of years?
Here is my suggestion for an alternative yuletide repast: December is the
absolute peak of the truffle season
so take all the cash you would have
splashed on that organic heritage
turkey (which was still going to end
up the texture of an Aztec mummy)
and buy a couple of black truffles
from a decent supplier instead. A
couple of days ahead, stick them in
an airtight bag with two eggs for each
of your guests and then, on the day,
use the eggs for omelettes and grate
the truffles over the top to serve.
As for the rest of the festivities,
simply ensure that there is a limitless supply of champagne and
obscenely high-quality chocolates
– and Twiglets should be available
at all times. That leaves you free
to partake of the annual Twister
and Bond-movie marathons. I guarantee you the best Christmas ever.
And the easiest.

Left to right:
Barrel room at
Martin’s Lane;
members’ lounge;
assistant winemaker Jessa Black;
tiered exterior;
Shane Munn
performing quality
control; Shane
Munn in the
barrel room; the
tasting room
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Why I’m swapping
turkey for truffles
this Christmas

Meet designer-turnedknifemaker Tomer Botner,
the man behind the esteemed
Florentine Kitchen Knives.
Israelis aren’t known for their knives.
Instead, the Japanese, with their
chunky nakiri choppers and sujihiki slicers, are the world’s champion cut-mongers. The Germans
and most other Mitteleuropean
and Scandinavian countries have
that edge but never the Israelis.
For Tomer Botner, a designer from
Tel Aviv, it began with a desire to
turn a college project into a viable
local manufacturing business in
his Barcelona neighbourhood of
Florentine. But why knives? “It was
about what’s interesting to me, which
is food, cooking and non-technology-related tools,” says Botner. “I saw
everything on TV was cooking shows
so then I picked the tool – a knife.
For about eight months I just went
into the workshop and tried to make
a knife every day.”
With all the materials and
machines – a tool-steel supplier, heat
treating – within a few blocks’ easy
reach, and having mastered the basics, Botner took to
crowdfunding and social media to grow the business. “I’d
sold some knives through Indiegogo. I was feeling the pressure and I was like, ‘OK, I’m a designer not a knife-maker.
I’m going to find the solution to make the best knives possible,’” says Botner. This took him to Massachusetts and then
Portugal in search of the best-quality production.
Import and export of knives from Israel was difficult
and so he and his wife, Noam, made the decision to move
to Europe. Noam had undertaken an Erasmus exchange
in Barcelona and loved it, so they made the jump. On
arrival they made another big leap. “We needed to control
the means of production. We knew we had to sell part of
the business to be able to finance it so everything was
geared towards that,” says Noam.
In 2016 they sold a minority stake
to one of their supportive Australian
clients. The investment funded the
purchase of their own manufacturing
equipment and the refurbishment
of a spacious workshop-cum-shop
in an attractive part of the central El
Raval neighbourhood.
Between the two of them they
now produce five knives a day; the
collection includes a classic allround chef’s knife, table knives and
bespoke options. Most of their customers find them via social media,
and collaborations with chefs such
as Nick Bril and Sergio Herman in
Antwerp are fast raising their profile.
Botner may not have turned Israel
into the global knife-making mecca
he had hoped for but his commitment to craft in Barcelona, and the
pursuit of perfection, are world-class.
florentinekitchenknives.com
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Bubbles (and a bit of squeak)

3. Make a dent in the middle of the flour and
add the liquid to it.

i

4. Whisk until smooth. Set aside for 30 minutes.
5.

READ

While resting the mixture, cook the onions.

6. Melt the butter with the oil in a frying pan
over a medium heat, then add the onion. Stir
and cook until caramelised. Set aside.
7.

Bring the salted water to a boil in a large pan.
Set a colander with large holes over the water
and push the mixture through the holes with a
rubber spatula (or you can use a potato ricer).

8. Once the Spätzle floats to the surface, drain.
9. Spread the butter in a baking dish, transfer the
Spätzle, then mix with three quarters cheese
and two thirds caramelised onion. Sprinkle
the rest of the cheese on top.
10. Place in oven and cook for 10 minutes. Then
sprinkle the rest of the caramelised onion on
top and add the chives. Serve hot.
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“It’s exciting
to be part of
a whole new
wine region
and to be
breaking
ground
in this
magnificent
new
building”

metal spiral staircase designed to coil upwards like the
wisps of smoke from the cinders of the 2003 wildfire.
“It’s exciting to be part of a whole new wine region and
to be breaking ground in this magnificent new building,”
he says.
Martin’s Lane was established by Anthony von
Mandl, one of the most prominent entrepeneurs in western Canada’s young-but-ascendant winemaking industry
(his first winery, on the Okanagan, Mission Hill Family
Estate, opened in 1981). Among the region’s 120-plus
wineries, Martin’s Lane bucked convention from the
beginning by cultivating just two types of grape: one red
(a pinot noir) and one white (a riesling).
“I guess it is somewhat rare in the New World to offer
just two varieties,” says Munn, as we take a seat in the
opulent tasting room on the winery’s top floor, which
sits above breathtaking views of the reddening leaves
that fringe the blue waters of the bay beyond. “Pinot
noir is one of those varieties that shows the clearest
signs of where it’s grown. And riesling is one of the most

Comment

Cut above
the rest

writer Tomos Lewis photographer Andrew Querner

In the summer of 2003, wildfires tore through swathes
of the Okanagan Valley, a picturesque corner of British
Columbia on Canada’s west coast. The fires were the
grim culmination of what had been the driest summer
on record in the region.
Started by a lighting strike on Rattlesnake Island, the
fires destroyed about 26,000 hectares of woodland and
forced the evacuation of about 33,000 people. The landscape still bears the scars of the blaze: here and there the
charred husks of tree trunks lie strewn across the mountainsides. The trunks of others that burned in the blaze,
but remain standing, splinter out of mountain ridges like
the spikes of a porcupine.
It is this chapter in the recent natural history of British
Columbia, and its ongoing impact on the Okanagan
landscape, that inspired the design of one of Canada’s
most notable new buildings and, arguably, the most striking new winemaking complex in Canada.
“It’s secret and sort of special,” says Shane Munn,
winemaker at Martin’s Lane Winery, as we ascend a dark,
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Gusbourne brut reserve 2014:
A delicious brut from one of the
UK’s best wineries. A blend of
estate-grown grapes from Kent
gives it crisp, appley freshness.
Time on the lees adds a more
mellow, biscuity complexity (often
lacking in English wine). They also
do very nice rosé.

Eric Bordelet Poiré Granit
2016: Eric Bordelet quit his
job at Alain Passard’s Arpège
restaurant in Paris to make
cider at the family farm in
Normandy. By the standards
of this pear cider he made the
right choice. Dry and delicate
with a champagne-like fizz.

Copenhagen Sparkling Tea
Co Blå: Celebrate sans-alcool
with this Danish sparkling
tea blend. Created by former
sommelier Jacob Kocemba
it features 13 teas blended
with grape juice and a dash of
lemon. Fragrant and floral but
restrained on sweetness.

Find & Foster Methode
Traditionelle 2016: Find &
Foster is Polly Hilton’s cidery
reviving Devon’s traditional
orchards and their many
heritage varieties of apples.
This champagne-method-made
cider is tart and dry, with a nice
russet-apple crunch to it.
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Landron-Chartier Natürlich
Pét-Nat 2017: This Pét-Nat, which
is from the Loire, calls itself white
but the blend of folle blanche and
gamay is slightly pink, with subtle
red-berry notes more akin to a
rosé. It would make a great aperitif
or an accompaniment to creamy
goat’s cheese. Alice Lascelles
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